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Motivation

Similar to how Ethereum is being proclaimed as the World‘s Com-
puter [2], a decentralized storage solution can be thought of as the
World‘s Hard drive. Serving files on demand and preserving the
integrity of them is one of the most important tasks of a storage
system. However, when the system is decentralized, a unique set of
challenges emerges in order to provide the same guarantees.
Namely, how can we use a set of unreliable storage providers to
provide persistent storage.

Background

Proof-of-Storage

Algorithm to check if the storage node has the data. Send probabilis-
tic challenges to storage nodes to gain a measure of node availability
and data integrity.

Swarm

Swarm[4] is a decentralized content distribution service and storage
platform. It is a native base layer of the Ethereum web3 stack.
Participants are incentivized by Ethereum to pool their bandwidth
and storage resources together in order to best serve the network.

Manifest

The manifest itself matches to a unique Swarm hash and it typically
declares the content which can retrieved through this hash. Each
content entry contains its own unique Swarm hash, a string identifier
and a content type field.

Alpha Entanglement Codes

A novel redundancy scheme[1] which creates a highly connected
mesh of the data and parity blocks, resulting in a flexible and practi-
cal erasure codes with high fault tolerance. The code computes the
XOR of two consecutive blocks in the mesh as more data is added.

Proof of Concept

To show the possibility of added redundancy, our team implemented alpha entanglement
codes as a proxy service on top of Swarm during the Ethereum Hackathon in Madrid 2019.
Our project won the 1st prize.
During the upload process, the original file is split into smaller chunks, which are entangled
together in the proxy layer in order to create the parity chunks. Then all of the chunks
are uploaded to Swarm as regular files, and the corresponding manifest is returned to the
proxy. The manifest is then used to create a JSON mapping with the entangled files.
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Fig. 1: Upload.

In our prototype, the end user is able to simulate different recovery scenarios by sending a
list of unavailable data chunks. The proxy layer will then use the mapping to find the cor-
rect parity chunks needed for reconstruction. The chunks are then requested and retrieved
from Swarm. Once all necessary chunks are retrieved, the proxy layer will reconstruct the
original file and send it to the end user. Note that if some parity chunks are missing, it is
possible to run steps 2, 3 and 4 again for reconstruction.
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Fig. 2: Download.

Future Research

Going forward, I plan to continue to work on the research proto-
type in order to increase file and manifest redundancy in Swarm. A
successful implementation will allow for running large scale evalua-
tions. We plan to introduce entanglement in two phases, as follows:

1 Entanglements for Random Access

In the first phase, we place the task of repairing at the participants
themselves. If a participant notices that a chunk is unavailable in
the network, it is able to use two entangled chunks to repair.

2 Entanglements for Catastrophic Failure

A new role, Insurer is introduced into the network[3]. The insurer
uses Proof-of-Storage to monitor the availability of chunks, and
issues repairs if errors are detected. Down the line, it is our hope
that this could be used to protect the Ethereum tries.
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